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This paper seeks to explore Gandhi's concept of non
violence which had been originally given shape in Hind Swaraj 
and from which Gandhi can be said to have not deviated till 
the last day of his life, barring perhaps one exception, (and 
to a lesser extent another) which however could be read in 
accordance to what he had theorised in Hind Swaraj. The 
statement of his ideas occasionally invited critical comment 
perhaps none more so than when he advised Jews living in 
Germany to offer non violent resistance in the face of Nazi 
persecution. This paper will focus on the significant aspects 
that can be culled overrrom this episode. 

This episode is significant for a number of reasons. The 
Holocaust constitutes one of the most horrific chapters of 
human history and Gandhi's suggestion that the Jews offer 
their lives to awaken world opinion was greeted in most 
quarters with incredulity and derision. This ep isode 
embodies to a great degree not only the question of the 
ultimate validity of Gandhian non-violence but it also holds 
within itself the contours of the debate as to whether non 
violent protest can succeed against despotic regimes and 
therefore! provides an oppoitunity to examine its relevance 
for our times. 

Is non-violence endowed with an abiding intrinsic validity 
existent only on its own set of conditions on the plane of 
praxis, or is it perpe tually dependent upon its other - to 
whom it is directed? Is the source of its validity intrinsic or · 
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will it forever lie in a set of extran eous factors? These will b e 
the questions that this paper will try to look into. 

It was ' n ot without h esitation ' that Gandhi ventured to 
offer his views on the 'Arab:Jew question in Palestine' and 
on the ' persecution of J ews in Germany' through an article 
written in the Harijan on 26th November 1938, in response 
to lette rs tha t h e had been rece iving which solicited his 
opinion on these issues. It would b e relevant to quote in 
some detail, fro m his response: 

My sympathies are all with jews. I have known them intimately in 
South Africa. Some of them became life long companions. 

"Through these friends I came to learn much of their age long 
persecution. They have been the Untouchables of Christianity. 
The parallel between their treatment by Christians and the 
treatment of untouchables by Hindus is very close. Religious 
sanction has been invoked in both cases for the justification of 
the inhuman treatment meted out to them. Apart from tlie 
friendships, therefore, there is the more common universal 
reason for my sympathy for the Jews. 1 

He then stated that his sympath y for them was however 
tempered with the untenability of the d emand for a Jewish 
homeland and that h e wish ed that the J ews should make 
their native lands their home. To restore Palestine 'partly 
or ~holly' to the Jews would be a 'crime against humanity' 
as ll would reduce the Arabs who had lived there for 
centuries. Gandhi's remark on the persecution of J ews, as 
we shall see, reflects on larger philosophical and moral 
questions. Since the responses to Gandhi 's statement a re 
generally quoted in greater d etail than as to what Gandhi 
actually stated, I would prefer to place before yo u his 
statement in substantial measure rather than summarize it. 
He said: 

The nobler cause would be to insist on a just treatment of the 
Jews wherever they are born and bred. The j ews born in France 
arc French in precisely the same sense that Christians born in 
France are French. If the j ews have no home but Palestine, will 
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they relish the idea of being forced to leave the oth er parts of the 
world in which they are settled? Or do they want a d o uble h om e 
where they rem ain at will? This cry for the na tiona l h ome affords 
a colo urable justificatio n for the Germ an expulsion o f j ews. But 
the German persecution of the j ews seem s to h ave n o paralle l in 
history. T he tyran ts of old never went so m ad as Hitler seems to 
h ave gone. And he is doing it with re ligio us zeal. Fo r, he is 
propounding a new religion of exclusive and militant na tionalism 
in the name o f which any inhumanity becom es an act of humanity 
to be r eward ed h ere and hereafter. The crime of an obviously 
mad but intrepid youth is being visited upon this whole race with 
unbe lievable fe rocity. If there ever could be a justifiable war in 
the n am e of huma ni ty, a war again st German y, to prevent the 
wan ton persecution of a whole race, would be completely justified . 
But I d o n o t be lieve in any war. A discussion of the pros and cons 
of suc h a war is, therefore, ou tside my horizon or p rovince. 
Germ any is sh owing to the world how efficie ntly viole n ce can be 
worked when it is n o t h ampered by an y hypocrisy or weakn ess 
masque r ading as huma ni tarian ism. It is a lso sh owing h ow 
hideous, te rrib le and terrifyi ng it looks in its nakedness. 

Can the j ews resist this organized and sham eless pe rsecutio n? Is 
the re a way to p reserve tlieir self-respect and n o t to feel helpless, 
neglected and forlorn? I submit there is. Ifl were a j ew and were 
born in Germany and earned my livelihood there, I would claim 
Germ a ny as my home even as the tallest gen tile German might, 
and ch alle nge him to sh oot me or cast me in the dungeon; I 
would refuse to be expelled o r to sub mit to d iscrimin a ting 
treatment. And for d oing this I should n ot\-vaitfor the fellow jews 
to j o in m e in civi l resistance, but would have confidence that in 
the end the rest were bound to follow my example. If one jew or 
al l t.h e j ews were to accept the prescription here offered, he or 
they cannot be worse off than now. And suffering voluntarily 
undergone will bring them an inner strength and Joy which no 
number of resolutions of sympathy passed in the world outside 
Germany can. Indeed, even if Brita in, France and America were 
to declar e hostil ities against Germany, they can b ring no inner 
joy, no inner strength. The calcula ted vio lence of Ili tlcr m ay 
even result in a general massacre of the Jews by way of h is first 
answer to the d eclaration of such hosti lities. But if the jewish 
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mind could be prepared for voluntary suffering, even the massacre 
I have imagined could be turned into a day of thanksgiving and 
joy that jehovah had wrought deliverance of the race even at the 

hands of the tyrant.2 

Gandhi went on to say that' Satyagraha in South Africa had 
been practiced by a 'handful of Indians' who attracted no 
sympathy to their cause from any quarter, and 'world opinion 
and the Indian Government came to their aid after eight 
years of fighting'. The Jews in Germany were 'far more gifted' 
than the Indians in South Africa, and were a compact, 
h9mogeneous community, and therefore 'infinitely' better 
placed to offer Satyagraha. Were they to tum to non violent 
resistance, they would be able to turn a 'degrading manhunt' 
into a calm and determined stand against the 'godless fury 
of dehumanized man'. They would be able to render 'service 
to fellow-Germans' and to 'prove their title to be the real 
Germans as against those who are today dragging, however 
unknowingly, the German name into the mire' .

3 

This statement aroused a storm of controversy, not only 
among J ews around the world, but among non Jewish 
Germans also. The Germans alleged that Gandhi had 
indulged in slander against their nation, while Jew opinion 
expressed outrage and anguish at Gandhi's ignorance of 
the situation, and his insensitivity to the horrors that the 
Jews in Nazi Germany were experien cing. In an agon ized 
response written on 24 February, 1939 from Jerusalem, 
M~tin Buber, confessed to 'having been very slow in writing 
th1s letter to you, Mahatma .. . to have made repeated pauses 
- sometimes days elapsing between sh ort paragraphs - in 
order to test my knowledge and my way of thinking .. .. 
searching whether I had not in any one point over stepped 
the measure of self-preservation allotted and even prescribed 
?Y God to a human community and whether I had not fallen 
Into the grievous error of collective egoism' .4 Recollecting 
the ' m · f · any mstanccs o · genumc Satyagraha' he had seen 
among J ews, where 'force nor cunning was used to escape 
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the consequences of their behaviour', but which 'apparently 
exerted not the slightest influence o n their o pponents ' , 
Buber state d that non-violence may h arbo ur the hope of 
gradually bringing unfeeling hu man beings to their senses, 
but a 'diabolic universal st~m-roller cannot thus be 
withstood': 

There is a certain situation in which from the 'Sacyagraha' of the 
strength of the spirit no 'Sacyagraha' of the power of truth can 
result. 'Satyagraha' means testimony. Testimony without 
ackn owledgement, ineffective, unobserved martyrdom, a 
martyrdom cast to the winds - that is the fate of innumerable 
J ews in Germany. God alone accepts their testimony, and God 
'seals' it, as is said in our prayers. But no maxim for suitable 
behaviour can be deduced there from. Such martyrdom is a deed 
-but who would venture to demand it.5 

Another prominen t critic of Gandhi's s tand, Judah L. 
Magnes tho u gh t that the p ossibility of Jews offering 'civil 
resistance' in Germany did n o t exist as the protagonists of 
such action were eithe r killed o r sent to concentration camps 
in the 'dead of night', without 'even a ripple' being 
pro duced on the 'surface of German life ', in contrast to 
Gandhi's actio ns like the salt march, 'when the whole world 
is p e rmitte d to h ang upon your words and be witness to 
your acts' .6 

Many of the analyses of this subject appear to con cur 
with the view that with his statements on the Holocaust 
Gandhi discredited his own position. J oan Bondurant, to 
whom we sh a ll return later, is arguably the major exception, 
who argu es in favour of Gandhi' s stand, but h er analysis 
confin es itself to the general principle of struggle against 
totalitarian systems, without going into the specifics of the 
case at h and. Dennis Dalton, on(: of the few scholars who 
have examined this episode in a slightly more detailed 
fas hion, wondered: 'Where is his compassionate 
understanding for Lhe oppressed 0 1· even a hint of practical 
programme of action? He seemed unable at this time to 

,, 
I 

I 
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grasp the enormity of the Holocaust. Yet the differences 
between Nazi Germany and British India were evident then 
as now.'7 However it is rather puzzling to find Dalton 's 
counter assertion in the relevant end note that 'Gandhi was 
unusually well informed during the 1930s and 1940s about 
the plight of j ews in Europe in the face of Nazi persecution' .8 

Perhaps the sheer inhumanity of the Nazi state has 
understandably obscured the nuances of Gandhi's position 
regarding non violent resistance to Hitler's regime . 
Unfortunately it has in the process threatened to dilute the 
potential of the ideas that are encapsulated in the debate 
which is still carried on different planes, between different 
interlocutors over the times. 

In a study unallied to Gandhi and the J ews, Hannah 
Arendt famously stated: 

In a head-on clash between violence and power, the outcome is 
hardly in doubt. If Gandhi's enormously powerful and successful 
strategy of non violent resistance had met with a different enemy 
-Stalin 's Russia, Hitler's Germany, even pre-war Japan, instead 
of England-the outcome would not have been decolonization , 
but massacre and submission. However, England in India and 
France in Algeria had good reasons for their restraint. Rule by 
sheer violence comes in to play where power is being lost...9 

She went on to say that power and vio le nce were 
opposites, 'where the one rules absolutely, the other is 
absent', and tha t unchecked violence ensures the 
disappearance of its power. Strangely she is led to the 
conclusion that: 'This implies that it is not correct to think 
of the opposite of violence as non-violence; to speak of non 
violent power is ac tually redundant' .10 But the statement 
that can be said to emerge from her study is that violence 
will hardly be 'effective with respect to the re latively long 
term objective of structural ch ange >II and that 'much of 
the present glorification of violence is caused by severe 
frustration of the:: faculty of actio n in the modct·n world. •l 2 
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Gandhi was in fact trying to revitalize the faculty of action 
am ong Indians through his movements in India and 
suggested the same to Jews in Germany. However in a study 
on Gandhi, while discussing 'Hitler, Jews, Palestine ', 
Rajmohan Gandhi writes: 

There is no way of knowing how, if born a Jew in Germany, Gandhi 
would have organized non violent resistance there. In him we 
have seen a calling to present non-violence j oined by strong 
pragmatism. He never asked Indians to invite a massacre from 
the British, or Hindus, Muslims or 'Untouchables' to invite a 
massacre from their Indian foes. The real commander of a non 
violent battle was very different from the professor of a remorseless 
non violent ethic.l3 

This statement is extremely significant, because unlike most 
of the other statements on this issue, it has perhaps 
inadvertently let in a suggestion of uncertainty into Gandhi 
stand, and put to question Gandhi's repeated assertion made 
right from the days of writing Hind Swaraj, till the last day of 
his life, that presented with an irremediably unjust situation 
h e would opt for non violent protest, irrespective of the cost 
such a course of ac tiO'fl entailed. Rajmohan Gandhi's 
statement seems to imply that in extreme case~, even with 
Gandhi, the pragmatic could become opposed to the ethical. 
I would like to argue, that Gandhi's position on the issue of 

Jews in Nazi Germany, illuminates the point, that Gandhi's 
pragmatism is a different pragmatism: it is the ethical as 
pragmatic, an unshakeable conviction that the ethical was 
the pragmatic. 

To explain the 'why' and the 'how' of this premise let 
us go back to our different interlocutors, and in due course 
contemplate on the two different scenarios that may seem 
to emerge from this debate. 

For a few months after his initial statement of November 
1938, Gandhi was engaged in a written dialogue with people 
who responded to his suggestion. His responses to them 
through the pages of the Harijan clarify his stand. Apparently 
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h e never received the letters from Buber and Magnes and 
so never came to reply to them. In his first reply, to his 
German critics, he refuted the allegation that as he was 
ignorant about the real situation his intervention was 
misinformed and inaccurate. Admitting his 'ignorance about 
European politics', h e spoke of the 'main facts about the 
atrocities' bein g 'beyond dispute'. He stated that non
violence was a sovereign remedy, and that 'to commend my 
prescription to the Jews for the removal of their many ills, I 
did not need to have an accurate knowledge of European 
politics'. He wondered wh ether his 'remedy was after all 
not so indecorous as it may appear, but that it was eminently 
practical if only the beauty of suffering without retaliation 
was realized ' .14 

His subsequent statement is a cogent exposition of the 
ethical as pragmatic: 

To say that my writing has rendered neither myself, my movement, 
nor German-Indian relations any service, is surely irrelevant, if 
not also un~orthy, implying as it does a threat; and I should rank 
myself a coward if, for fear of my country or myself or Indo-German 
relations being harmed, I hesitated to give what I felt in the 
innermost recess of my heart to be cent per cent sound advice.15 

It would be interesting to contrast this with what his disciple, 
Nehru, was to say on the Tibetan issue while replying to a 
non-official resolution that India should take the Tibetan 
issue to the United Nations, moved in the Lok Sabha on 
September 4, 1959. He mentioned that his government's 
approach was governed mainly by 'sympathy for the Tibetan 
people', and the 'desire to maintain friend ly relations with 
China', and that the 'slight contradiction' between the two 
was the 'difficulty of the situation'. Any step therefore could 
not be taken 'in a huff, regardless of the consequences', as 
it was 'essential', that India and China 'should have friendly 
and as far as possible, cooperative re lations'. His summing 
up of the situation was in a sense a classic display of diplomacy: 
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Looking at it from this point of view, the United Nations may 
come into the picture for two reasons: one, violation of human 
rights and two, aggression. Now, violation ofhuman rights applies 
to those who have accepted the charter of the United Nations; in 
other words, the members of the United Nations. You cannot 
apply the charter to people who have not accepted the charter, 
who have not been allowed to come into the United Nations. 

Secondly, if you talk about aggression by one sovereign 
independent state on another, as I told you, in so far as world 
affairs are concerned, Tibet had not been acknowledged as an 
independent state for a considerable time. Suppose we get over 
the legal quibbles and legal difficulties. What good will it achieve? 
It may lead to a debate in the General assembly or the Securi ty 
Council which will be after the fashion of the cold war. Having 
had the debate what will the promoters of the motion do? Nothing 
more. They will return home. Obviously, nobody is going to send 
an army to Tibet and China, for that was not done in the case of 
Hungary which is a part of Europe and which is more allied to 
European nations. It is fantastic to think they will move in that way 
in Tibet. 

All that will happen i~an expression of strong opinion by some 
and denials by others. The matter will be raised to the level of the 
cold war and will probably produce reactions on the Chinese 
Government which will be more adverse to Tibet and the Tibetan 
people than even now. 16 

It h ardly n eeds to be pointed out that there is no mention 
of the moral issues at stake: the suppression of the voice of a 
people and of the need to protest against such repression. 
We witness in these Jines the pragmatism of the state, where 
the pragmatic is opposed to the e thical. O n e wonders what 
Gandhi would h ave said to Nehru or perhaps one need n ot; 
one can perhaps accurately conjecture what h e would have 
said to Neh ru and to the Dalai Lama. It is said that when 
Ga, dhi was pmposing non viole nt resistance to the Jews he 
was unaware that Hitler in Novcmbcd 937 had offered a 
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simple suggestion regarding the Indian political movement 
to Lord Halifax: 'All you have to do is to shoot Gandhi. If 
necessary, shoot more lead e rs of Congress. Yo u will b e 
surprised how quickly the trouble will die down' .17 Elsewhere 
it is narra ted as to how Hitler had similarly remarked in 
January 1942, 'If we took India, the Indians would certainly 
not be e nthusiastic, and they'd not b e slow to regre t the 
good o ld days of En glish rule' . 18 On a nothe r occasio n 
Goebbels is said to have called Gandhi 'a fool whose policies 
(of ' passive resistance') seem me rely calculated to drag India 
further and further into misfortune.'19 

· Gandhi would have been hardly disconcerted b y the 
prospects of his likely reception in Germany. In one of his 
responses on this issue, h e drew a distinction between the 
'passive resistance of th e weak a nd ac tive n on viole nt 
resistan ce of the strong', which 'can and does work in the 
teeth of the fie rcest opposition'. He clarified that by advising 
n on violent resistance against Nazi persecu tion h e h ad not 
logically advised the 'de mocratic powers' to refrain from 
action , on the contrary he expected them to come to the 
rescue of the J ews sin ce they were duty bound to do so. He 
however was convinced that any such help would be largely 
ineffective and the J ews would have to fashio n their own 
resistance, for which he felt his prescription to be infallible 
when taken recourse to in the correct manner. Gandhi also 
acknowledged the criticism that he h ad not been able to 
gain universal acceptance for his remedy even within India, 
where he was the 'self appointed General' and wh ere non
violence had not been imbibed in its proper spirit. But h e 
said that it would be unethical on his part to refrain from 
advising non-violence to situations which required it, and 
he believed without doubt that it would b e effective in 
Germany where it was sorley needed. Moreover h e counted 
himself among the blessed, who expected nothing from 
others, at least in the realm of non vio lent movements. 

There is a striking similarity in the conditions wh ich 
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engendered the writing of Hind Swaraj and his statement 
on J ews. Although Hind Swaraj contains the much more 
elaborate treatment of non-violence, his statement to the 
Jews dramatically introduced the concept of non-violence 
in the western world in general, whose ethos he deemed to 
be broadly antithetical to the concept and its practice, and 
in Germany in particular, which had the most adverse 
conditions imaginable for the practice of non violent 
resistance. The similarity of origin between Hind Swaraj and 
his statement of 1938 lies in the apprehension of violence 
being acknowledged as the viable expression of protest under 
inhospitable conditions. Hind Swaraj was the rebuttal of the 
ideas of the school of violence within the Indian freedom 
movement, demonstrated in the assassination of Curzon
Wyllie by Madan Lal Dhingra. It is highly significant that 
Gandhi understood the undercurrent of violence in the 
Jewish psyche of the 1930s which led to the predominance 
of David Ben Gurian over Chaim Weizmann in the· Zionist 
movement, and which has come to represent a major stream 
of thought in modern Israel. It is another matter that the 
Jews were helpless before Nazi persecution, indeed their 
very passivity could be said to have been channelized later 
into the violent assertion that we witness today. The greater 
meaning, in human terms, of their suffering, appears to have 
been lost on many of them. Even before Nazi persecution 
began a strong j ewish opinion had began to build up against 
the 'assimilationists', those J ews who favoured assimilation 
in the ir native culture, as is was felt that they were diluting 
the move m e nt for a separate Jewish homeland by 
emphasizing that the 'fight aga inst anti-Semitism' was the 
need of the hour rather than the assertion of a separate 
exclusive identity. A pro-Zionist attitude had characte'rized 
the first stages of the J ewish policy of the National Socialists. 
The polemical Jewish slogan 'Wear it with pride, the yellow 
star ', g iven in response to the Boycott Day of April 1, 1933 
was also directed al lhc assimilaLionists among themselves, 
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who it was said, 'were always behind the times'. It was only 
six years latGr that the Nazi's would actually compel the J ews 
to wear the Star of David as a mark ·of inferiority. It is also the 
psych e of the militant Jews that we speak of today, it is widely 
known that the diabolical Nazi machine would h ave 
embarked on its course anyway. H owever the degree of its 
success would have to depend also on the state of the J ewish 
mind, as in turn it would be the state of the Jewish mind on 
which would depend the subsequent course of J ewish, and 
to a great extent, world history. Robert Weltsch, wh o had 
coined the slogan in 1933, was to say later that he 'would 
never have issued his slogan if he had been able to forsee 
d evelopments' .20 In October 1938 Zindel Grynszpan , a 
German J ew of Polish descent, along with thousands like 
him was brutally evicted from Germany. On November 7, 
1938 his seventeen year old son H erschel Grynszpan, living 
in Paris, shot and killed a young German diplomat posted in 
Paris, named Ernst Vom Rath. The assassination was the 
immediate provocation for the 'Kristallnacht' ·or the 'night 
of the broken glass' of November 9, wh e n 'seventy five 
hundred J ewish shop windows were broken, all synagogues 
went up in flames, and twenty thousand Jewish men were 
taken off to concentration camps. '21 

On the 26th of November Gandhi wrote his first statement 
on the issue of J ewish persecution, referring to Herschel 
Grynszpan as a n 'obviously mad, but intrepid youth'. 
However Gandhi's prescription of an altogether different 
intrepidity for the Jews continues to be misunderstood with 
the resultant denial of its relevance in human history. Gandhi 
accepted the probability expressed by one of his 
correspondents, that 'a J ewish Gandhi in Germany, should 
one arise, would "function" for about five minutes - until 
the first Gestapo agent would lead him, not to a concentration 
camp, but directly to the Guillotine. '22 But for him that did 
not disprove the 'efficacy of Ahimsa'. He could imagine the 
suffering and death of many more in such a course of action: 
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'Sufferers need not see the result during their lifetimes. 
They must have faith that, if their cult survives, the result is 
certainty. The method of violence gives no greater guarantee 
than that of non-violence. '23 

What would have h appened if his advice had been 
followed? 

Scenario 1. T h e re is unified non viole nt resistan ce 
movement by J ews in Germany in which they come out 
openly against the decree of wearing the Yellow Star, refuse 
to leave Germany when given expulsion orders, refuse to 
report when served summons from the Gestapo offices. 
There are public demonstrations all over Germany, as in 
1938 World War II had not commen ced, and Nazi's are in 
control only in Germany and Austria. J ews in the rest of 
Europe and America begin pro tests against the Nazi regime. 

Hitler diverts the war machine he had been assembling 
for the future war, from preparing for a state of war readiness, 
against the J ews. Most of them are mercilessly killed, and 
the survivors taken to concentra'tion camps, as extermination 
camps have not begun operating, wh ere they also die. Most 
of these operations against the Jews are public knowledge, 
as the world press still has access to public events in Germany 
since Hitler is still negotiating with the maj or European 
powers and war time restrictions are not in place, as it is not 
yet war time in 1938. H owever there is no effect on German 
public opinion. The major powers ignore this massacre, or 
pass resolutions against it, a ll the wh ile e ngaging 
diplomatically with Hitler to further goals and aims of real 
politic. Hitler goes ahead with his plans of aggrandizement. 
The world war tales place with more or less the same results. 
The Jews are almost decimated . Only the comment of 
Gandhi regarding the resistance/ Holocaust would have 
changed. Or would it? 

But the above me ntioned scenario seems rather 
implausible, simply because too many imponderables arc 
involved. Such global quietude in the face of a resistance 
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and its reprisals seems inconceivable. Acknowledging that 
the Holocaust was the 'Greatest crime of our time', Gandhi 
reiterated in 1946 what he had said in 1938, that a J ewish 
resistance would ~efinitely have h ad other consequences 
than those which occurred without such a movement: 'They 
should h ave thrown themselves into the sea from cliffs. It 
would have aroused the world and the people of Germany .... 
As it is they succumbed anyway in their millions.'

24 
A section 

of opinion still holds this statement to be typical of Gandhi's 
lack of sen sitivity and understanding of the Holocaust, where 
p e offered prescription without o ffe ring a practical 
programme.2s But it is a fact that Gandhi's contemporary 
interlocutors on this issue did not ask for practical suggestions. 
They were simply incen sed that he h ad linked Nazi 
persecution with the Jew-Arab dispute in Palestine. They 
normally stated the fact that non violent resistance was simply 
not possible in Nazi Germany, and Gandhi's unflinching 
stand that it was, never provoked them to ask of him as to 
h ow precisely could it be organised. They stopped with 
censuring him. There was no effort to explore the moral 
issues Gandhi had raised: individual responsibility to protest 
against inhuman regimes; the preparation of the self for 
undertaking such a protest; that passivity before oppression 
was. doubly unethical in as much as it violated the principle 
of mdividual responsibili ty and frequently if not always, 
allowed passivity to depict itself as non-violence. 

Hayem Greenburg's allegation, made out in his detailed 
letter to Gandhi, that Gandhi had been misled because of 
his proclivity for Muslim appeasement, is cited in de tail in 
~ost studies, but the infinitely more significant portion of 
hts letter is not so often quoted. It is another matter that 
Greenburg did not recognise that appeasement is built into 
pragmatism of a kind which was entirely alien to Gandhi 
and h. h ' . v-: 1c would make appeasement of a person or a 
pnnctple impossible for him. However iL was perhaps only 
Greenburg of all the distinguished corresponden ts of 

~-~-----
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Gandhi on this issue, who understood and acknowledged 
the subtle point which Gandhi had made on the virtue of 
Non-violence, more clearly in a subsequent statement on 
the debate: 

I hold that non-violence is not merely a personal virtue. It is also 
a social virtue to be cultivated like the other virtues. Surely society 
is largely regulated by the expression of non-violence in its mutual 
dealings. What I ask for is an extension of it on a larger, national 
and international scale.26 

Gree nburg saw no schism in Gandhi's thinking and accepted 
that his suggestion of non-violence was 'quite natural' and 
in 'complete harmony with his entire outlook', and that ' his 
ethical-religious convictions dictate to him the duty of heroic 
and active resistance', the truth of which was to Greenburg 
'as self evide nt as a m a thematical axiom'. Noting at the same 
time that Gandhi had since the years advocated Satyagraha 
as a ' universal ideal w hich could b e applied by all the 
oppressed and injured everywhere and independent of the 
specific historical situation', and that it had ' proved to be 
prac tical and effective ' r Greenburg expressed his doubts as 
to whether Satyagraha would succeed among the Jews of 
Germany, not only because of the adverse situation in Nazi 
Germany but much more so because the German Jews were 
psychologically not equipped for such a movement given 
that it was not in keeping with the ethos and character of 
the western world: 

But I admit to myself that in order to apply Gandhi's method of 
struggle it is necessary to accept it not only on a purely intellectual 
plane; it is also imperative that it be assimilated emotionally, that 
it should be believed in with all the force of one's being. Such 
faith the j ews of Germany do not possess. Faith in the principle of 
Satyagraha is a matter of special predisposition which, for 
numerous reasons, the German jews have not developed. The 
civi li zation in which German Jews have lived for so many 
gen erations, and to the creation of which they have so 
energetically and ably contributed, has not prepared them for 
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the "pathos" ofSatyagraha. They cannot resort to passive resistance 
because they lack the heroism, the faith and the specific 
imaginative powers which alone can stimulate such heroism.27 

Greenburg's analysis of ahimsa as being antithetical with the 
predominant ethos of the western world came quite close 
to what Gandhi had himself said in Hind Swaraj. 

But Greenburg's highlighting of the brutality of the Nazi 
regime was coupled with a hint that although the hope of a 
passive resistance from the German Jews could be nurtured 
the expectations of that hope being fulfilled would be 
l,mrealistic as it would require a change of great proportions. 

This brings us to the second scenario. Could passive 
resistance have been successful in Germany and if so what 
would be the time frame in which the success or failure of 
such resistance can be judged? The second scenario ca.;. be 
envisaged through the examination of some of the m'ajor 
trends of the Holocaust. It would be useful to have a sense 
of what had actually occurred and thus to know what ought 
not to have happened for a non violent resistance of some 
magnitude to have been born in Nazi Germany itself. 

Scenario 2. This scenario is recreated from Hannah 
Arendt's interrogation of the cast of characters in her report 
on the investigation of the Holoc; ust at the trial of Adolf 
Eichmann in J erusalem. Arendt's book which upset J ewish 
opinion, justifies Gandhi's analysis of the situation without 
her knowing it. This is especially noteworthy in the light of 
her comments, mentioned earlier, on Gandhian techniques. 
It a lso illustrates how some of Gandhi's forebodings 
regarding the perils of not protesting against injustice were 
proved accurate in the context of the Holocaust. 

First, the ironical dimensions of the killing of Vom Rath 
by Herschel Grynszpan. Vom Rath was 'a singularly 
inadequate victim' , who, far from being a Nazi fanatic was 
known for his 'openly anti-Nazi views' , and was in fact being 
kept under survei llance by th e Gestapo because of his 
sympathy for Jews. Grynszpan was probably a ' psychopath' 
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who had been unable to finish school, having been expelled 
in Brussels and Paris. The German g6vernment had him 
extradited although he was never put under trial, and it is 
said that that he survived the war. It was the ' paradox of 
Aushwitz' that Jews who had committed criminal offences 
wer.e allowed to live. Gestapo encouraged a theory of 
homosexuality to explain Vom Rath's murder. Arendt has 
speculated that the story of his homosexuality might have 
been a fabrication by the Gestapo: 'Grynszpan might have 
acted as an unwilling tool of Gestapo agents in Paris, who 
could have wanted to kill two birds with one stone-create a 
pretext for pogroms in Germany and get rid of an opponent 
to the Nazi regime.'28 

Arendt openly spoke about the collusion of some Jewish 
leaders with the Nazis during the Holocaust, basing h er 
commen ts large ly on the depositions in the court in 
J erusalem, and on some highly respected investigative works 
such ~s Raul Hilberg's classic, The Destruction of the European 
jews.29 Emissaries from Palestine approached the Gestapo 
and the SS on their own initiative in the early stages of the 
Nazi regime to 'enlist;. help for the illegal immigration of 
J ews ' into Palestine, which was gladly re ndered. The 
emissaries were not interested in rescue operations: 

They wanted to select 'suitable material', and their chief enemy, 
prior to the extermination program, was not those who made life 
impossible for Jews in the old countries, Germany and Austria, 
but those who barred access to the new homeland, that enemy 
was definitely Britain, not Germru;ty.30 

We may recall Gandhi's relating of the issues of militant 
Zionism is Palestine with that of civil resistance of Jews in 
Germany 1938. Some of the overzealous proponents of a 
J ewish Palestine had begun to operate in Nazi Germany 
aroand this time, of course without a foreknowledge of the 
sinister plans the Nazi's had for the future. The Zionists 
thought that the Jews themselves sh ould extricate the 'best 
biological material' for survival away from a hostile situation. 
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The obsession with the 'best biological material' was common 
to the Nazis also. Gandhi's worst apprehensions regarding 
the consequences of a combination of passivity on L'i)e one 
hand and militant Zionism on the other, seem to be 
completely realized in this comment of Arendt on the 
activities of the Zionists in Germany: 'It was this fundamental 
error in judgment that eventually led to a situation in which 
the non-selected majority of jews inevitably found themselves 
confronted with two enemies-the Nazi authorities and the 
Jewish authorities. '31 

Gandhi had refused to believe that the 'Germans as a 
·nation have no heart or markedly less them the other nations 
of the earth '. Hitler would h ave been forced to take 
cognizance of German opinion as he 'would be a spent force 
if he had not the backing of his people'. 32 An armed conflict 
may cause d estruction, it would not cause a change in human 
heart, it may well serve to produce another Hitler as the last 
war had. Referring to the continuing incarceration of Pastor 
Niemoller and the other protestors against Nazi militarism, 
h e thought actions such as theirs would , as would a protest 
by the J ews, never be in vain. It was a scientific principle that 
ene rgy is n ever wasted, .it is only that the mechanical forces 
a re less a bs tract. Human ac~ion s r e sulting from a 
concurrence of forces albeit invisible have a similar power; 
the only thing requ ired was to keep faith. Individual human 
resp onsibility was thus of utmost importance. 

Joan Bondurant has doubted th e powe r of any 
totalitarianism system, 'however effective in its policing', to 
' prevent word - of-month propaganda of an idea, or even of 
an understanding of a technique if there h ad been some 
previous understanding of its meaning and effectiveness. ' 
In her opinion, 'had the J ews of Germany been schooled in 
Satyagrah a, an organized Satyagraha could have got under 
way•.33 

The tria l of Eichmann d emonstra ted how the mistaken 
no tions of the lead e rs of th e German J ews h a d mad e 
collaborators out of them, and how anxious the Nazis had 
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been to secure the ir collaboration to ensure the secrecy of 
the ir o perations. An autho ritative account of those years 
unambiguously states that 'without the cooperation of the 
victims, it would hardly had been possible for a few thousand 
p e ople, m ost of who m moreover , worked in offices, to 
liquidate many h und reds of th ousands of p eople. ' 34 It is 
ironical that Arendt stated in a later work that a Gandhian 
movement in Germany would have resulted in massacre and 
submission . In he r earlier report on Eichmann 's trial sh e 
raised those ve ry issues which, were central to Gandhi 's 
argument, and her documentation supports with empirical 
data Gandhi's claim that non-violence would have worked 
in Germany as Hitler would not have been able to dispense 
with the veil of secrecy and order needed fo r fulfilling his 
diabolical designs. 

Arendt describes how ' this role of th e J ewish leaders in 
the d es truction of their own people is undoubtedly the 
darkest chapter of the whole dark story': 

Withoutj ewish help in administrative and police work- the final 
rounding up ofjews in Berl in was, as I have mentioned, done 
entirely by the Jewi~h police - there would have been either 
complete chaos or an impossibly severe drain on German power. 35 

Arendt spoke of the absurdity of presuming either the 
collec tive g uil t of the Ge rm an p eople on an 'ad-h oc 
interpre tation of history', o r 'a kind of co llective innocence 
of the J ewish people ' , and criticised the ' re luctance eviden t 
everywhere to make judgments in terms of individual moral 
responsibility.' Gandhi had said much the same. 

The scenario that we have been discussing raises 'one of 
the central mo ral question s of all time, namely upon the 
n a tu re an d fun ction of h uman j u dgmen t. .. that human 
beings be capable of telling righ t from wrong even when all 
they h ave to guide th e m is their own j u dgment, which 
moreover, happens to be completely a t odds with what they 
regard as the unanimous opinion of all those around them. ' '16 

There are indeed stray stories of individuals reclaiming 
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a sense of responsibility along with a moral, human space 
for themselves. The story. of Anton Schmidt was told at the 
trial of Eichmann. He was a sergeant in the German Army, 
assigned to a patrol in Poland, who in the course of his duties 
came across members of the J ewish ·underground, wh om be 
helped with forged papers and trucks, without taking any 
money. He did it for five months from October 1941 to March 
1942, when h e was caught and executed. Arendt wondered 
how 'utterly different everything would be ' not only in Israel 
but in all of the world, 'if only more such stories could have 
been told' . Peter Bamm, a German Army physician had, in 
his accoun t of the killings of j ews in Sevastopol, acknowledged 
that he and others like him knew of the extermination units 
but did nothing because any protestor would have summarily 
disappeared, as to talitarians regimes 'don't permit their 
opponen ts to die a great, dramatic martyr's death for their 
convictions'. 'A great many of us might have accepted such 
a death', he says, if only totalitarian states le t them do so. 
Any sacrifice in anonymity would have been futile . However 
h e had the courage to say: 

This is not to say that such a sacrifice would have been morally 
meaningless. If would only have been practically useless. None 
of us had a conviction so deeply roo~ed that we could have taken 
upon ourselves a practically useless sacrifice for the sake of a 
higher moral meaning.:l7 

This is obviously the kind of utilitarian ethics, wh ere e thics 
dilutes its essen ce and loses its way into becoming a 
pragmatism shorn of value. 

Another question which arises from the second scenario 
is why in the face of such odds as are ch aracte ristic of 
totalitarian regimes, did Gandhi continue to emphasize on 
the val id ity of suffe ring fo r o n es con viction s? This is 
contained in the obviously larger question: why is the e thical 
also the pragmatic? The answer lies eviden t in Arendt's 
poignant comment on Peter Bamm's reference to the futility 
of a sacrifice consigned to oblivion : 
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The holes of oblivion do not exist. Nothing human is that perfect, 
and there are simply too many people in the world to make 
oblivion possible. One man will always be left alive to tell the 
story. Hence, nothing can ever be "practically useless", at least, 
not in the long run.lt would be of great practical usefulness for 
Germany today, not merely for her prestige abroad but for her 
sadly confused inner condition, if there were more such stories 
to be told. For the Jesson of such stories is simple and within 
everybody's grasp. Politically speaking, it is that under conditions 
of terror most people will comply but some people will not, just as 
the lesson of the countries to which the final solution was 
proposed is that "it could happen" in most places but it did not 
happen everywhere. Humanly speaking, no more is required, 
and no more can reasonably be asked, for this planet to remain a 
place fit for human habitation.38 

In arguably his last major statement on this issue made during 
the last months of his life, Gandhi lamented that the heartless 
persecution of Jews had driven them to Palestine, but it also 
grieved him that they sought to impose themselves on an 
'unwelcome land' with the 'aid of naked terrorism', and 
'American money' and 'British arms' . He hoped a universally 
gifted race such as tl).eirs would 'adopt the matchless weapon 
of non-violence wh ose use their best prophets have taught 
and which Jesus the Jew who wore the crown of thorns 
bequeathed to a groaning world.' It would be a 'soothing 
balm to the aching world', and the ir case would the n become 
the world's case.39 

Sixty years of bloodshed in one of the most intractable 
conflicts of our times, has not brought the warring parties 
any closer. One wonders whethe r the Gandhian path of No n
Violence may not be the way forward. 
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